
REDUNDANCY

IN UAV AUTOPILOTS: 

PREPARED BY

THE PROOF THAT QUANTITY

IS NOT EQUAL TO QUALITY



Redundancy is a commonly used term in

the aeronautical industry, because safety is

almost always the primary concern when

designing any system. The starting point is

to assume that any system may be subject

to partial or complete failure.

Consequently, the principal objective when

designing a system is to reduce or eliminate

any single point of failure which may lead

to the loss of any critical system

functionality.

Part of this process may be the inclusion of

redundant systems to ensure a Mean Time

Between Failure (MTBF) greater than a

defined level. In addition, it is important to

understand the behavior of all sub-systems,

by means of a Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) to

be able to predict and plan for failure.
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1. INTRODUCTION



In this  sense, and as an introduction to this  matter,  two

concepts can be ident i f ied: hardware and functional

redundancy. 

Hardware redundancy

Hardware redundancy means that addit ional components

are used in paral lel .  I f  one of the components demonstrates

an unwanted behavior,  then the malfunctioning component

can be ident i f ied and isolated so that another correct ly

functioning component can continue to work as normal.  This

approach often features complete (double or t r iple)

redundancy for every component part of a system, f rom the

CPU to the f inal  actuator.

Functional redundancy

Functional redundancy is  based on the comparison of

outputs f rom the components to evaluate their  performance.

The system uses internal algor i thms in order to analyze the

data from the components taking into account special

algor i thms or in some cases,  histor ical  values to def ine i f  the

system is  working correct ly and then switch to a secondary

logic, based on dif ferent pr inciples,  but which del ivers s imi lar

functional i ty.  This  makes the system more robust as i t

ident i f ies not only i f  the system components are working, but

also i f  they are working proper ly.  In this  sense, there are

specif ic studies that help manufacturers to understand the

probabi l i ty of fai lure within their  systems. 
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2. HARDWARE

AND FUNCTIONAL

REDUNDANCY



Hardware redundancy has the dual advantages of

rel iabi l i ty and ful l  i solat ion; however i t  also has

disadvantages such as addit ional cost,  addit ional

weight and the addit ional space required to

accommodate a physical ly larger system, perhaps

with great power consumption.

Functional redundancy, however,  is  based on a

software solut ion that can be implemented on small

processors without the disadvantages outl ined

above.
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The fact that an aircraft is equipped with redundant hardware

systems does not necessarily mean that the autopilot will be

capable of continuing the mission in case of a partial or

complete system failure. A better approach may be to design

a system with a low probability of failure or a high MTBF. At

UAV Navigation, we subjected our VECTOR-600 autopilot to a

third-party and independent company study achieving an

MTBF over 19500 hours. The study was composed of a

Reliability Prediction Report (RPR), Failure Mode Effects and

Criticality Analysis (FMECA), and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA).

On the other hand, UAV Navigation has invested significant

resources into improving Functional Redundancy in order to

improve MTBF for the system as a whole. Examples of the work

in this area include the logic to detect engine failure, for

example with automatic autorotation within the rotary wing

solution, GNSS-denied navigation capabilities and predictive

paths in the GCS software which provide the operator with a

visual reference of the point where the aircraft will touch

down. Another example is the failsafe logic that can switch

automatically between CPUs without a reset.
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3. AUTOPILOTS AND

REDUNDANCY

https://www.uavnavigation.com/company/news-events/fmeca-reliability-autopilot-test-VECTOR-600
https://www.uavnavigation.com/company/news-events/fmeca-reliability-autopilot-test-VECTOR-600
https://www.uavnavigation.com/uav-navigation-depth-autorotation-helicopter-uavs
https://www.uavnavigation.com/uav-navigation-depth-autorotation-helicopter-uavs
https://www.uavnavigation.com/company/blog/uav-navigation-depth-dead-reckoning-operations
https://www.uavnavigation.com/company/blog/safer-navigation-through-enhanced-predictive-paths-powered-uav-navigation


4. COMMON

MISCONCEPTIONS      

 OR DRAWBACKS

NORMALLY USED WHEN

TALKING ABOUT

REDUNDANCY
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In order to achieve redundancy, some

autopilot manufacturers use several

replicas of a control unit together with a

multiplexer. This has the attraction of

being able to show two, three or even

more autopilots side by side in a UAV

installation which may look impressive.

However, including multiple and identical

systems but with high rates of MTBF is not

the solution.

To the uninitiated, it would seem that two

autopilots are ‘obviously’ twice as safe as

one, and so on. However, there are

drawbacks to this approach:

Arbitration
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In a triple redundant system, a complex

dissimilar arbitration unit is required in

order to be able to select between the

different units available; this is more

complicated than the relatively simple

logic of a watchdog which simply

switches between two CPUs. In the case

of arbitration other considerations have

to be taken into account and

complicate the logic. Such logic may

imply more uncertainty which can lead

to a higher probability of failure if the

system is not correctly designed, not only

within the arbitrator, but also in each

autopilot unit. This is because each

autopilot must communicate status

information to the arbitrator in addition

to its primary purpose: control of the

UAV.



Hardware redundancy only helps to

safeguard against hardware failure; however,

if these components include the same

software and it has been released with a bug,

all the components will fail catastrophically.

Software inside redundant hardware

systems
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Increased unreliability in systems which

feature multiple connections between

units and peripherals.

When integrating a system with multiple

autopilots into a UAV, it will be necessary to

duplicate or even triplicate the number of

connectors for the control units, power supply,

datalink and GNSS antennas etc. Hardware

connectors are known to be common points

of failure within an installation; more

connectors means more likelihood of failure.



UAV Navigation’s VECTOR family of autopi lots has

been designed and manufactured to demanding

mil i tary standards (MIL-STD) and features a

determinist ic system with hardware and functional

redundancy in cr i t ical  components such as f l ight

control  CPUs and sensors.  This  design maximizes

rel iabi l i ty (and therefore f l ight safety) without

compromis ing the system with unnecessary

addit ional hardware.

Redundancy is  not only based on component

dupl icat ion, as a low rel iabi l i ty of each component

could lead to catastrophic results .  For this  reason,

UAV Navigation has studied f l ight data col lected

over many years to improve system rel iabi l i ty.

Addit ional ly,  the Company has used i ts  years of

experience developing advanced automatic safety

logics and sensor fusion algori thms to enhance

system rel iabi l i ty and robustness.

5. CONCLUSION
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https://www.uavnavigation.com/products/autopilots
https://www.uavnavigation.com/company/news-and-events/mil-std-810f-461f


UAV Navigation's  systems have been designed for

use in UAS where there is  a requirement to reach    

 a compromise between s ize and weight,  and  which

wi l l  not put at r i sk the platform or the payload. The

design phi losophy is  to ensure operat ional rel iabi l i ty       

due to high rel iabi l i ty of components,  sensor fus ion

logics,  advanced f l ight control  logics and addit ional

features to recover the platform safely i f  required

using techniques such as autorotat ion, gl iding or a

Fl ight Termination System (FTS) -  some of which are

now mandatory features under current legis lat ion.
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UAV Navigation is a 100% Spanish capital, private and

independent specialized in the design of guidance,

navigation and control solutions (GNC) for Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles (UAVs) since 2004.

UAV Navigation's flight control solutions are used by a variety

of Tier 1 aerospace manufacturers in a wide range of

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.

UAV Navigation is part of Oesia Group, a Spanish group of

multinational companies with over 45 years of experience

designing, developing and maintaining cutting-edge

technology for the Security, Defense and Aerospace sectors

with a long history of work in avionics for important projects. 

Oesia Group relies on more than 3,500 employees and more

than 15 headquarters in Spain and America working on

projects in 23 countries with the main purpose of creating a

better world, more efficient, safe and sustainable. The

company also counts on a worldwide network of distributors to

spread cutting-edge capabilities around the world. 
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